The Pennsylvania lawyer who looks at secured commercial transactions in the light of Article 8 of the proposed Uniform Commercial Code may well feel that he is really seeing them for the first time. Business men have for centuries relied upon security interests to protect extensions of credit, but lawyers have become accustomed to thinking of these transactions in terms of bailment, chattel mortgage, trust receipt, etc., because under the law of Pennsylvania as it is today, a secured transaction has no legal existence except insofar as it is capable of being fitted into one of the legally recognized forms. Under the Code, businessmen will continue to extend credit on the strength of security interests and in almost every case will be no more or no less secure than they were before. But lawyers will no longer have to squeeze transactions shaped by the twentieth century business needs of their clients into a form that was cast to satisfy the requirements of a bygone age. The end result will, in most cases, be the same under the Code as it was before, but it will be easier and therefore cheaper to get there.

By way of introduction, this paper will attempt to evaluate the impact of the Code upon secured transactions in Pennsylvania. It will, therefore, be principally concerned with Article 8 of the Code, entitled "Secured Transactions." The Code, as revised to October, 1949, contains nine Articles in all,¹ and it is that draft which will be discussed here. Some changes will be made, however, at the joint meeting in May, 1950, of the American Law Institute and the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws.² It is expected that the Code will be presented to the 1951 session of the General Assembly.

Article 8 itself is divided into five parts: applicability and definitions; validity of a security agreement and the rights of the parties

---

¹ LL.B., 1949, University of Pennsylvania; Member of the Philadelphia Bar.
thereto; rights of purchasers from and creditors of the debtor; formalities of filing; and rights on default. It would supplant and require the repeal of six Pennsylvania statutes of general applicability and would make it advisable to amend three others.  

Whether a secured transaction takes the form, for instance of a bailment lease or a chattel mortgage should be of no significance under the Code. What will be significant is whether the goods involved are consumer goods, inventory or equipment. To illustrate, the retailer who sells a refrigerator on credit under present law may protect his interest by employing a bailment lease, a conditional sale contract or a chattel mortgage. He must make a perfect choice, and at his

---


4. See text at notes 15, 34, 52, infra.

5. § 8-107. "In this Article goods subject to a security interest are 
   (1) 'consumer goods' if they are used for the debtor's personal, family or household purposes; or if they are goods not otherwise included in the definitions of inventory, farm products or equipment; 
   (2) 'equipment' if used by a debtor in his business or calling or if used in farming or if used by a debtor who is a non-profit organization or a governmental subdivision or agency. Equipment includes machinery whether or not affixed to the realty, rolling stock, vehicles and craft but does not include goods which at the time a security interest attaches are being held or prepared for sale in the ordinary course of the debtor's business; 
   (3) [crops, livestock and farm products] . . . ; 
   (4) 'inventory' if the debtor is a manufacturer, processor, dealer or other person holding or preparing the goods for sale or furnishing the goods as part of a contract of services and if the goods are raw materials, materials in course of manufacture or processing, materials consumed in the business and finished goods."

Section references in this paper are to the Uniform Commercial Code, unless otherwise indicated.

5a. It has been suggested that the chattel mortgage statute covers only loans and not sales transactions. Berger, *War Time and Post War Pennsylvania Contracts, Decisions and Statutes*, 95 U. of Pa. L. Rev. 30, 45-47 (1946); Mulder, *The Penn-
peril, for as will be discussed below, a mistaken choice under certain circumstances may mean the complete loss of his security interest. If he merely "leases" the refrigerator, there is no requirement that there be a public record of the transaction. If the "lease" so provides, he may repossess upon default and do with the used refrigerator as he pleases. No disposition of the refrigerator by the "lessee" can cut off the dealer's interest and the dealer is fully protected against creditors. If, however, the dealer employs the chattel mortgage or conditional sale device to protect his interest, he must file a copy of the security instrument. The seller is protected against the purchaser's creditors and subsequent vendees, but if he repossesses he must follow the rather elaborate procedure ordained by the legislature. The Code, on the other hand, recognizes what lawyers have known for a long time: the factual situation remains the same whether the security device employed is a bailment lease, chattel mortgage or conditional sale. Therefore, it treats the transaction the same no matter what the parties choose to call it. In effect it is the Code which makes the choice of security device, not the lender, and the danger of a mistaken choice is obviated. If the requirements of all concerned are satisfied by a bailment lease, for which filing is not required, why require filing for the same transaction merely because it bears a different label? If the chattel mortgagor and the conditional vendee must be protected against harsh repossession practices, why not the lessee under a bailment lease?

To take another illustration, the statutory chattel mortgage may be used in any number of situations. It may protect the retail seller of a washing machine, the supplier of seed to a farmer, the seller of industrial or farm equipment, or the lender who finances the acquisi-
tion of raw material or inventory by a manufacturer or retailer. But no matter how used, the same statutory rules are applicable, even though it cannot be said that these very much different situations raise the same problems. The Code, however, looks to the realities of a transaction, and the applicable rules are determined by an appraisal of those realities rather than by the form of the security device. The washing machine retailer need not record and may not insist that the purchaser waive rights growing out of breach of warranty. The holder of an inventory lien, on the other hand, must file a financing statement and his right to insist upon a waiver of contract rights is governed by Article 2 on Sales. It makes no difference under the Code that both security agreements are labeled "chattel mortgage."

**FILING**

Changes of little subtlety and immediate impact would be effected by the Code in the area of filing requirements and filing procedure. First of all, security devices arising from purchase money consumer goods transactions need not be filed at all, nor need there be filing for farm equipment purchases below a dollar amount to be filled in by the legislature. The question of whether consumer goods filing is worth the trouble and expense involved was really answered by the Pennsylvania courts more than a hundred years ago when they decided that a bailment lease, for which filing is not required, protects the lender's interest in the collateral against the debtor's creditors. While this provision may beget controversy in other jurisdictions, it is in reality no innovation for Pennsylvania. The Code merely extends the bailment lease rule to transactions which could have taken that form but which for reasons best known to the lender did not.

"Isolated" or "casual" assignments of accounts receivable are also exempted from the requirement of filing if a significant part of the assignor's accounts are not transferred. The present practice of stamping the assignor's books or notifying the account debtor would no longer be necessary.

For other non-possessory security interests, filing is required, and the Code adopts the notice filing system of the Uniform Trust Receipts Act and the Factor's Lien Act. A financing statement is effective for five years, whereas under existing statutes the duration varies from

---

9. § 8-303 enumerates the types of transaction for which filing is not required. Part 4 of Article 8, §§ 8-401 to 8-407, provides for the formalities of filing.
12. § 8-405.
one to fifteen years, and as is now true of trust receipts, filing will
generally be with the Secretary of State as well as in the county of
the debtor’s principal place of business. Farm equipment and farm
product transactions are filed in the county of the debtor’s residence,
and when crops are to serve as collateral, the statement must also be
filed with the Recorder of Deeds.

Code Section 8-401 (3) is in accord with the Pennsylvania de-
cisions in providing that a financing statement which has in good
faith been filed in the wrong place is nevertheless effective with regard
to collateral as to which it is properly filed.13 Section 8-404 provides
that acceptance of the financing statement by the filing officer and pay-
ment of the fee affords complete protection to the lender. Of all the
existing chattel security statutes, only the trust receipts act is so ex-
plicit on the risk of error problem, but the rule adopted is the one
followed by the Pennsylvania courts,14 even in the absence of express
statutory coverage.

A Code provision that may cause difficulty in Pennsylvania is
Section 8-402. It exempts from the Article 8 filing requirements
security interests in goods for which perfection, under some other
statute, requires registration of the lien on a certificate of title. One
such statute may be the Pennsylvania Vehicle Code, which provides
that “A certificate of title shall contain . . . a statement of any liens
or encumbrances” and that such notations “shall be adequate notice to
the Commonwealth, creditors or purchasers that a lien . . . exists.”15

The problem as it now exists is this: is a duly recorded condi-
tional sale contract for a motor vehicle “perfected” if the vendor has
failed to note his lien on the title certificate? The draftsmen of the
chattel mortgage act recognized the problem and specifically provided
that a chattel mortgage on a motor vehicle is not perfected unless the
lien is noted on the certificate.16 And there is one common pleas de-
cision to the effect that a bailment lease of a motor vehicle is not per-
fected unless noted on the title certificate.17 If that case was rightly
decided, then a security interest under any existing statute, and there-
fore under the Commercial Code, must be registered on the certificate
if the lender is to be fully protected. This would be so even though
an automobile may be consumer goods for which are exempted from

13. Oberholtzer’s Appeal, 124 Pa. 583, 17 Atl. 143 (1889); Oberholtzer v. Evans,
134 Pa. 366, 19 Atl. 681 (1890).
Atl. 583 (1896).
1942).
filing requirements under Commercial Code Section 8-303. And if registration on the certificate is "adequate notice to the Commonwealth, creditors and purchasers that a lien . . . exists," can a seller-lender safely ignore the provisions of all existing or future chattel security statutes and do no more than note his lien on the certificate? A plausible reading of the Vehicle Code is that notation of a lien on the certificate precludes the status of good faith purchaser or creditor to those who deal with the debtor. One thing, however, is very clear: unless the Vehicle Code is clarified, its want of clarity will be carried over into the Commercial Code. Lenders will be well advised now and even under the Commercial Code to file their security interests in motor vehicles with the Secretary of Revenue.\footnote{17a}

\textbf{The Security Agreement}

A security agreement under the Code may be drafted so as to bind the debtor's after-acquired property.\footnote{18} Indeed, Article 8 "pays little attention to rights of a borrower or lender between themselves. With few exceptions complete freedom to contract as to lender's rights is preserved."\footnote{19} There are exceptions, however, to the general sanction given to after-acquired property clauses when the collateral is crops or consumer goods. The Code follows the chattel mortgage act in barring liens on crops to be planted more than one year after the security agreement is made,\footnote{20} but a tentative provision would permit after-acquired crop liens during the period of a lease, mortgage or land purchase contract if the security agreement is executed in conjunction with the real estate transaction. This tentative provision is by analogy, at least, consistent with the Pennsylvania "industrial mortgage" doctrine.\footnote{21} The Code's prohibition of after-acquired property clauses in consumer goods transactions replaces current provisions that previously purchased goods may secure subsequent purchases until the former goods are paid for.\footnote{22}

In the ordinary commercial security transaction, the Code places no limitations upon after-acquired property clauses. It is a matter for the parties to arrange to their own liking, as it is now under the

18. § 8-203.
Factor's Lien Act. The present chattel mortgage statute, however, is more restrictive, for the lien of the mortgage can bind only after-acquired chattels of the same class, replacements and increase and produce of the collateral. The Code also permits the assignment of accounts receivable that have not yet accrued, with the lender's interest attaching when the account comes into existence. Before the enactment of the accounts receivable statute, it was held that accounts to accrue in the future were assignable. But under the current statute, only an "indebtedness" is assignable and although the courts have not yet spoken, it would seem that there can be no effective assignment until the assignor ships goods to the obligor and an obligation to pay for them is thereby created.

Pennsylvania's chattel security statutes make it clear that a security interest is not invalidated by the power of the debtor to sell or dispose of the collateral. Code Section 8-206 is even more clear in laying down the same rule and goes one step further by burying the ghost of Benedict v. Ratner. In that case, the United States Supreme Court held that a security interest is invalid if the debtor does not account to the secured lender for the proceeds of sale of inventory or if the assignor of accounts receivable does not account to the lender for the collection of assigned accounts. The present assignment statute is silent in this respect and the question has never been litigated in a Pennsylvania state court. But there is a federal decision that the Pennsylvania rule is in accord with Benedict v. Ratner.

When the parties to a transaction are all businessmen, Code Section 8-207, by reference to Article 2 on Sales, permits a seller to effectively disclaim express or implied warranties. In the case of assignments, an account debtor's agreement that he will not assert claims arising out of his contract with the assignor is enforceable by an

22a. Some difficulty may be attendant upon "floating liens" under the Factor's Lien Act because of its requirement of "separate statements." PA. STAT. ANN., tit. 6, § 222 (Purdon, Cum. Supp. 1949).
24a. This is not true, however, of the bailment lease, a non-statutory security device. A bailment lease is ineffective if the goods are intended for consumption or resale. Bowser & Co. v. Franklin Mtge. & Inv. Co., 305 Pa. 459, 158 Atl. 170 (1931); Hooveler-Stutz Co. v. Cleveland Motor Sales, 92 Pa. Super. 425 (1928); cf. Brown v. Billington, 163 Pa. 76, 29 Atl. 904 (1894) (trust receipt; trustee assimilated to bailee).
27. § 2-316:
(1) If the agreement creates an express warranty, words disclaiming it are inoperative.
(2) Exclusion or modification of the implied warranty of merchantability or of fitness for a particular purpose must be in specific language and if the inclusion of such language creates an ambiguity in the contract as a whole it shall be resolved against the seller; . . . .
assignee who takes his assignment for value and in good faith. However, defenses of a type which may be asserted against a holder in due course cannot be effectively waived. These ever-available defenses, as enumerated in Code Section 3-305, include infancy, incapacity, duress, illegality, fraud "in fact," and discharge in insolvency proceedings. But when a consumer comes into the picture, efforts to impart elements of negotiability to the security agreement are doomed to failure. Installment retailers will be compelled to abandon their favorite form of conditional sale contract, under which the vendee purports to promise not to assert any warranty defenses against an assignee. Although such contracts have long been in vogue, their effectiveness has not been passed upon by the Pennsylvania courts. In other jurisdictions, lenders have not fared too well with them,\textsuperscript{28} so it may be that Code Section 8-207 (3) does not in fact remove a weapon of any significance from the secured lender's armory. The Code also closes a side door to quasi-negotiability by invalidating negotiable notes which the consumer may execute as part of the security transaction. Heretofore, the side door was more than slightly ajar in Pennsylvania, for in \textit{Welton v. Littlejohn} the Supreme Court held that a note imparted its negotiability to a contemporaneously executed real estate mortgage, cutting off the debtor's defenses on the mortgage as well as on the note.\textsuperscript{29} The door has already been closed by the General Assembly as to motor vehicle security transactions, for a provision similar to Code Section 8-207 (3) is found in the Motor Vehicle Sales Finance Act of 1947.\textsuperscript{29a}

\textbf{Secured Lender v. Creditors and Purchasers}

As under current statutes, the secured lender who has not perfected his security interest by filing, when filing is necessary, is protected against the lender's creditors and purchasers only to the extent that they gave value or procured their liens with knowledge of the lender's interest.\textsuperscript{30} But even a perfected security interest is subject to defeat by buyers in the ordinary course of the debtor's trade when the debtor has been authorized by the security agreement to dispose of the collateral, which must be the case when the collateral is inventory. A perfected security interest in "chattel paper"\textsuperscript{31} may also be defeated by a good faith assignee for value if the whole transac-

\textsuperscript{28} See Note, 57 \textit{Yale L.J.} 1414 (1948).
\textsuperscript{29} 163 Pa. 206, 29 Atl. 871 (1894); cf. Levy v. Gilligan, 244 Pa. 272, 90 Atl. 647 (1914).
\textsuperscript{29a} PA. \textit{STAT. ANN.}, tit. 69, § 615(G) (Purdon, Cum. Supp. 1949).
\textsuperscript{30} § 8-301.
\textsuperscript{31} § 8-106(4): "'Chattel paper' means a writing which evidences a security interest in or a lease of goods, and which contains or secures a right to the payment of money, if the writing is of the type whose transfer customarily requires delivery. . . ."
tion is in the ordinary course of business,\textsuperscript{31a} as is true under the Uniform Trust Receipts Act.

A security interest in after-acquired property—even though perfected—may be defeated by the holder of a subsequent purchase money security interest.\textsuperscript{32} Although this particular provision is new, the principle that purchase money obligations are to be accorded special treatment is by no means novel in Pennsylvania. Purchase money real estate mortgages, for example, are given precedence by statute.\textsuperscript{33} To merit special treatment under the Code, the purchase money lender must perfect his interest within ten days after the debtor receives the collateral, and if the collateral is inventory, the first lender must be given a detailed notice.

The question of whether goods in which the lender has a security interest have become fixtures is left by Code Section 8-112 to "other rules of law." But even if the collateral is a fixture under the Pennsylvania decisions, the secured lender's interest prevails over those of the realty owner or encumbrancer if he files with the Recorder of Deeds in addition to conforming with the general filing requirements of Article 8. The lender who has filed his interest with the custodian of the realty records may remove the collateral after default no matter how much it has become a part of the real estate. But he must reimburse the realty owner for physical damage caused by the removal. The rules laid down as to fixtures by current statutes are hardly changed at all, but the provision for filing security interests in fixtures with the realty records is new and quite sound. One provision of the conditional sales statute would seem worth adding to the Code. It permits the lender or realty owner to petition the court of common pleas for a determination of how great a bond should be posted to guard the realty owner against removal damages.\textsuperscript{34} This simple method of settling such disputes seems preferable to a full-blown lawsuit.

Security interests in accessions to chattels are treated by Code Section 8-313 much the same as fixtures. A perfected interest in the part added prevails over a prior perfected interest in the whole. Current statutes are silent on the subject of accessions to chattels, but it has been held that a prior interest in the principal chattel prevails against an interest in the accession unless the latter can be severed without detriment to the whole.\textsuperscript{35} The difficulty with this disarmingly

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{31a} § 8-308.
\item \textsuperscript{32} § 8-311.
\item \textsuperscript{33} PA. STAT. ANN., tit. 21, § 622 (Purdon, 1930).
\item \textsuperscript{34} PA. STAT. ANN., tit. 69, § 404 (Purdon, Cum. Supp. 1948).
\item \textsuperscript{35} White Co. v. Bowen, 84 Pa. Super. 484 (1925).
\end{itemize}
simple rule lies in determining which attachments can be severed without detriment to the principal chattel, and held so severable have been a truck body from a truck chassis and motor vehicle tires. If the accessions are severable, it does not seem to matter under the Pennsylvania decisions that the instrument retaining title to the whole purports to cover after-acquired accessories and replacement parts.

Common law and statutory liens.—Two disturbing problems are raised in Pennsylvania by Code Section 8-309, which provides that:

If a person in the ordinary course of his business furnishes services or materials with respect to goods subject to a security interest, a lien given by statute or rule of law for such materials or services takes precedence over the security interest unless a statute creating the lien provides otherwise.

This section would apparently reverse the order of priority as between artisan and conditional vendor, for the conditional sales statute gives precedence to a lien creditor only if his lien arises by "attachment or levy," and that is not the genesis of an artisan's or carrier's lien. The same seems to hold true under the Chattel Mortgage Act.

Opposite results flow from the language of the Uniform Trust Receipts Act and the Factor's Lien Act, with the common law or statutory lienor there prevailing over the secured lender. A reversal of priority is not of too much significance when, as with the conditional sale and the chattel mortgage, the change affects a clash of interests that does not frequently occur and when the secured lender's interest depends upon a chattel security statute of recent date.

It is the bailment lease and the Constitution of 1874 which raise the first Section 8-309 problem. To begin with, it is settled that a common law or statutory lien does not accrue to one who renders services to a bailee; no such lien may be asserted by the artisan or warehouseman against the bailor. The rationale of the leading case

of *Meyers v. Bratespeice* is that there can be no lien unless the work is performed at the request of the person who has "title" to the collateral.\(^43\)

If under the Code, a lender insists upon the bailment lease device in, for instance, the credit sale of an automobile and if the bailee-debtor takes the vehicle to an automobile mechanic for repairs, Section 8-309 would subordinate the interest of the bailor-lender to that of the mechanic. But the order of liens has always been just the opposite, and we have the constitutional provision which prohibits special or local laws providing or changing methods for the collection of debts and the enforcing of judgments, or authorizing the creation, extension or impairing of liens.\(^44\) This provision has been interpreted as freezing the law as it existed prior to 1874.\(^45\) Held invalid under it has been a statute giving an attorney a lien upon his client's cause of action, "an enactment radically different from any law existing before the date of its passage."\(^46\) Also invalidated was a statute giving to certain silk processors a lien in the amount of any account due them upon goods which came into their hands for processing, even if such account had no relation to the particular goods against which the lien was asserted.\(^47\) On the other hand, more recent decisions have upheld similar statutes when "a real reason for the preference is made to appear."\(^48\) "Real" reasons were found for giving priority to bank depositors in bank liquidation proceedings,\(^49\) for subordinating the interest of a real estate mortgagee to that of a conditional vendor,\(^50\) and for exempting a security interest in an ice cream cabinet from a landlord's distraint for rent.\(^51\) The cases taking the "freeze" point of view are distinguishable from the others only in result and in language, but certainly the public policy bases of the common law and statutory liens should be reason enough for the priority given them by Code Section 8-309.

The second problem raised by Section 8-309 is of much more substance and significance to lenders than the first. It involves, first of all, the question of whether a landlord's distraint for rent would take precedence over a Code security interest. It has long been the rule in Pennsylvania that goods held by a tenant under any type of security arrangement—including a bailment lease—are subject to a

---

43. 174 Pa. 119, 34 Atl. 551 (1896).
44. PA. CONST. ART. 3, § 7.
49. *In re* Cameron, *supra*.
landlord’s distraint for rent.\textsuperscript{52} In view of these cases, it seems probable that a landlord is a person “who in the ordinary course of his business furnishes services” to goods kept on the rented premises. If the courts so hold, it will be necessary to reconcile with the Code a heterodoxy of statutes which exempt from distraint collateral ranging from melódeons through household goods to dynamos.\textsuperscript{53} The language of these statutory monuments to trade association lobbies is fully as diverse as the types of goods they exempt, and the prudent lender must study the applicable one carefully before deciding upon the form of security device employed. For the story of a lender who was not so prudent, see \textit{Commercial Credit Plan v. Mahoney}.\textsuperscript{54} There, household goods were sold to a tenant subject to a duly perfected chattel mortgage, but the exemption statute for household goods provides that the collateral is not liable to distraint if “leased or hired under bailment lease . . . or conditionally sold.”\textsuperscript{55} The outcome was that the secured lender lost out to the landlord. Should this decision be followed, form might retain importance even under the Commercial Code. To avoid such an unfortunate result, it is suggested that the exemption statutes be revised to protect any security interest in the designated types of collateral.

**Rights on Default**

The rights of a secured lender on default, as indexed by Code Section 8-501, are roughly equivalent to those which exist under the current statutes. Under this section the lender may repossess without judicial assistance if he can do so peaceably, but if consumer goods are involved and if the debtor has paid more than sixty per cent of the secured obligation, then the lender must give at least twenty days notice of his intention to repossess. As under the Conditional Sales Act,\textsuperscript{56} the lender may keep the collateral in satisfaction of his interest by notifying the debtor that he intends to do so and if the debtor does not object within twenty days.\textsuperscript{57}

In its establishment of procedure for sale by the lender of the repossessed collateral, the Code takes a middle path between the cumbersome and expensive restrictions of the Conditional Sales Act and the utter freedom of action given the lender in a bailment lease trans-

\textsuperscript{54} 57 Pa. D. & C. 577 (C.P. Erie 1948).
\textsuperscript{56} \textit{PA. STAT. ANN.}, tit. 69, § 458 (Purdon, 1931).
\textsuperscript{57} § 8-505.
action. Under the Code the sale may be either public or private. All that is required is that it be conducted in a "commercially reasonable manner" and that "reasonable" notice be given to interested parties. This is in sharp contrast to the Conditional Sales Act, which requires a public sale within thirty days if the debtor has paid at least fifty per cent of the purchase price, the posting of three notices of sale in the filing district and advertising if the debtor has paid more than $500. Private sales are now permitted, however, when the security device employed is a chattel mortgage or trust receipt. Strangely, the Factor's Lien Act makes no provision at all for either repossession or sale on default.

The code also provides that, unless the debtor has renounced his right of redemption or the lender has given notice of his intention to keep the collateral, the debtor may reclaim the goods at any time before a contract of sale has been executed by tendering expenses and all sums due under the defaulted agreement. This redemption provision is similar to that in the chattel mortgage statute. However, under the Conditional Sales Act, a vendee who has not been given notice of the lender's intention to repossess may redeem the collateral in ten days by paying merely the expenses of repossession and the amount due under the contract at the time of repossession.

A new provision is Code Section 8-502, which gives to the assignee of accounts receivable or chattel paper the right to complete control of the assigned accounts when the assignor is in default. But if the assignment was "with recourse," the assignee must proceed in a commercially reasonable manner.

**Conclusion**

No attempt has been made in this paper to touch upon every aspect of the Code as it deals with secured transactions, nor does the discussion purport to note every change which would be effected by the Code in the Pennsylvania law of chattel security. An attempt has been made, however, to note those Code provisions which should prove to be of greatest significance to Pennsylvania businessmen and lawyers. Should the Code be adopted by the General Assembly, future events will undoubtedly disclose problems which were not anticipated here or by the Code's draftsmen. But it is apparent from a study of
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58. § 8-507.
59. PA. STAT. ANN., tit. 69, § 455 (Purdon, 1931).
62. § 8-506.
64. PA. STAT. ANN., tit. 69, §§ 452, 453 (Purdon, 1931).
the Code that its draftsmanship is superbly clear and precise; insofar as precision of language can bring certainty to the rules governing chattel security, the Code will do just that. The improvement it promises over Pennsylvania's current array of chattel security statutes is much more, however, than precision of draftsmanship. The rules it lays down are well calculated to meet every legitimate need of the business community. For the most part, they are modeled after concepts that have already been proved and tested in the laboratory of commercial experience. Those provisions which are new seem to follow from those which have been proved and tested. And for the first time, these rules have been assembled into an integrated statute that will permit courts as well as lawyers to base their judgments upon facts instead of form.